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Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 7 - Resistance Skating
Lesson 7- Resistance Skating 20 min 

In partners players will pull their partner down the ice. Add 
resistance by going on knees or belly. Make sure players 
skating technique is strong but powerful. Add sling shot 
and races with partner as player in back drops stick and 
chases. Make sure you warm up players first so they donʼt 
pull any muscles. 

Water

Coaches will create as many lines as coaches. Coaches 
hold two sticks as player holds on and pulls coach till coach 
says “go”. The player then releases and sprints to next 
coach line to do same back. 

Water 

Net pushes. 2 or 3 at a time push net with a coach on back 
resisting against them. Go back and forth down the ice 
switching each length. 

Notes
Goalies 20 min
Hand use details and habits. Retaining pucks to body, 
understanding the sense of urgency to corral and cover 
pucks.
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Lesson 7 - Accuracy Stations
Lesson 7 - Accuracy Stations 20 min

Split players up into strongest and weakest for each team 
so 4 groups for 2 teams. 

Station 1 - Players go around cones into slot and get pass 
into shot working receiving a pass and finding where to 
shoot quickly with accuracy

Station 2- Breaking down the skill of being accurate with 
proper body movement and follow through. Practice hitting 
cone targets. 

Station 3- standing still receive a pass from coach and then 
work on shooting with accuracy. If no goalie than use a 
shooter tutor. Pick holes. See who can hit them all.

Station 4- 2 on 2 practicing shooting under game situation 
and pressure and checking. Players must bring puck 
through one of two gates before scoring. Rotate groups 
regularly

Stations are 5 min long each. 

Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 7 - Tennis Ball Doge Ball
Lesson 7 - Tennis Ball Dodge Ball 

Split teams into two on either side of the red line. Spread 
out tennis balls along red line. On Whistle players 
“accurately” shoot balls at each other. If they hit a player 
that player goes down on a knee. The doctor can tag them 
letting them get back in the game. If the doctor gets hit the 
team loses. Team with most players standing at times end 
wins. Coaches push balls back to team. 


